11/28/16
Fairwood A @ R-6

Sponsor: Dunn
Proposed No.: 2016-0155

AMENDMENT TO ATTACHMENT B TO PROPOSED ORDINANCE 2016-0155.

VERSION 2

On page 2, in the Table of Contents, delete "Amendment 1: Fairwood A"

On pages 3 through 6, delete Map Amendment #1.

Renumber the remaining map amendments consecutively and update the Table of Contents accordingly.

EFFECT: Map Amendment #1, also known as Fairwood A, currently redesignates four parcels to “uh” (urban high) land use designation, rezones from R-6 to R-18, and adds p-suffix conditions. Amendment B-1 would keep the existing “um” (urban medium) land use designation, keep the existing R-6 zoning, and would remove the proposed p-suffix conditions.